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Inundated by enormous volumes of data churned out each day, enterprises find themselves grappling with
its diversity and velocity of growth. In order to efficiently utilize this wealth of information harvesting and
harnessing the data for improved decision making a shift towards increased adoption of Big Data analytics
is imperative. Implementing advanced analytics technologies and techniques enable organizations to
extract actionable, customer-centric insights from existing as well as newly available sources of information,
and consequently, gain a competitive edge.
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) Analytics, Big Data, and Information Management solutions (ABIM) are endto-end services for Information & data management and analytics. Our ABIM offerings bring technology
expertise, domain experience, and partnerships with leading solution providers, enabling you to store,
process, manage, and analyze data that is vast, diverse, and complex.

Overview

Benefits

The ability to extract relevant information from substantial and
varied data is crucial in order to make timely and informed business
decisions. Organizations with obsolete digital infrastructures are
finding it difficult to keep up with the digital wave that is
transforming the industry. The need of the hour for global
enterprises is to assess their digital maturity, understand the
immediate requirements, and build a suitable roadmap that is
aligned to their objectives in order to execute this transformation.
Increasingly, enterprises are in need of tailor-made offerings or
products that would help address their digital requirements in the
field of data management and analytics.

Key benefits of the services we provide across the ABIM lifecycle
include:

At TCS, we drive your digitization program by helping you with
system setup, maintenance, and application development or
building analytics models and frameworks. Our team of domain
experts helps deliver results by devising technology or analytics
strategy or identifying technical and business use cases. Our
licensable Big Data analytics products provide enterprise-ready data
management capabilities coupled with customer analytics, text
analytics, and sensor data mining to help obtain actionable insights
from data. Our custom-made offerings not only help capture,
aggregate, and analyze data but also ensure competitive advantage
through innovation.

 Enhanced decision making: We help transform unstructured

data into an information foundation that is integrated, consistent
and trustworthy thus enabling relevant business insights
 Reduced total cost of ownership and quicker time to market:

Our customizable products and frameworks are not only costeffective, they also accelerate the organizations ability to share
and deliver relevant business information; we ensure reduced
time-to-market through our solution accelerators, ready-to-access
proprietary frameworks and platform solutions
 Enriched customer experience: We help you gain insights from

customer behavior patterns and develop a clear understanding of
customer requirements and expectations
 A wide array of offerings: We offer services that can help

transform the entire digital infrastructure of your enterprise.
Our offerings range from providing analytics and information
management strategy, advanced analytics, ABIM maintenance
and support, to Big Data strategy and implementation, Master
Data management (MDM), and legacy offloading and migration
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The TCS Advantage
More than 20 years of experience in Analytics, Big Data, and
Information Management and a large pool of experienced ABIM
consultants has enabled TCS to build IP around business, process,
product, platform, and infrastructure solutions. Our comprehensive
solutions address the entire scope of digital requirements of any
enterprise, and we deliver this through:
 Cost effective innovation: Our experience with leading global

enterprises and our R&D facilities sourced from our Big Data lab
ensure that your business benefits from innovative and
customized solutions, and attains sustainable growth
 End-to-end solutions: Our range of unique Big Data connectors

and solution accelerators help us deliver superior services to our
clients. Our product range includes TCS Active Archive (making
archived data available for analytics), TCS Big Data Desktop
(making Hadoop access easy), TCS Data Migration Tool (for
seamless data migration to Hadoop), TCS PeriVista (enabling
customer centricity), TCS PeriVista Shopper (aimed at the retail
industry), and TCS Sensor Data Analytics Framework (offering
analytics on any kind of sensor or log data)

Contact

 Enabling open collaboration and organizational agility: We

To know more about TCS Analytics, Big Data, and Information
Management Solutions, please write to
digital.enterprise@tcs.com
About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business
solutions organization that delivers real results to global business,
ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a
consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled
infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is delivered
through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as
the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the
Tata Group, India s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global
footprint and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay
Stock Exchange in India.
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have a dedicated Big Data team, headquartered in Silicon Valley,
and multiple offshore delivery centers, along with our TCS Silicon
Valley Customer Collaboration Centre (SVCCC) operational in the
San Francisco Bay Area these provide customers with
opportunities for transparent and open collaboration. Our timely
diagnosis of digitally insufficient areas, and our service bundling
and landscape rationalization capabilities help increase
organizational agility

